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Parts List
- 1 x Green Plastic Base piece 
- 1 x Lasercut plastic development
- 1 x Black square plate
- 2 x Long black rectangular plates
- 1 x Lasercut hook
- 15 x Straws
- 1 x Length of cotton
- 12 x Star-shaped joiners
- 1 x Length of silicon tubing
- 1 x Small nylon spacer

- 2 x Large washers
- 1 x 4mm Steel nut 
- 1 x M3 x 20mm screw
- 1 x M3 x 12mm screw
- 1 x M4 x 6mm screw
- 1 x M4 x 12mm screw
- 3 x 3mm Steel nuts (one spare)
- 1 x 4mm Steel Locking nut
- 2 x 130mm long Aluminium rods
- 2 x 90mm long Aluminium rods

Also required:
Sticky tape, Small flat-tip screw driver, Pliers (or similar) to grip and bend aluminium rod 
(this can be done by hand but is more easily achieved with pliers).

NOTE:
The black square plate, 2 long black rectangular plates and the lasercut 
hook may all need the protective film removing from one side before 
assembling the crane.

- 2 x Labels
- 1 x Lasercut spanner 
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Step 1

2

Examine the lasercut plastic 
development and press out any 
small pieces which may be left in 
the holes or slots. 
These can be discarded.

Crease all fold-lines on this sheet and re-flatten.
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4

3

5

At the front edge of the crane, insert 
tab ‘2’ into the internal adjacent 
slot. The section with tabs ‘2’ and ‘5’ 
needs to be folded further than 90˚ to 
meet the slot.

At the top of the crane, fold the 
section with tabs ‘3’ and ‘4’ back 
to insert tab ‘3’ into its slot.

Insert tab ‘1’ into the outside 
of the adjacent slot which is 
aligned by folding both edges 
to a 90˚ angle.

tab 3

tab 1
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6

7

8

Tab ‘4’ can now be inserted into 
its slot to complete the top edge 
of the crane.

At the bottom, front edge of the 
crane, tab ‘5’ can now be inserted 
into its slot.

Tab ‘6’ can now be firmly pressed into 
the outside of its slot.
Ensure the complete length of tab ‘6’ is 
inserted ino the slot to keep the crane 
body square.

tab 4

tab 5

tab 6
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10
Finally; insert tab ‘8’ into the final 
slot and check the crane body is as 
square and secure as possible.

9
Repeat the action used to 
insert tab ‘6’ and press tab ‘7’ 
into its adjacent slot.

tab 7

tab 8
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12

Take one of the large steel washers 
and insert the M4 x 12mm screw 
through it.
Now pass the screw through the 
hole in the base of the crane body 
so that the screw is protruding 
through the bottom of the crane

Now place the second of the large 
steel washers onto the screw and 
hold the screw head firmly in place 
using a finger.
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14

With the  screw held in place; place 
the black square plate onto the screw 
and twist the M4 locking nut onto the 
screw. Tighten this nut as much as 
possible by hand, then either use the 
lasercut spanner provided or a pair 
of pliers (or similar) and a screw 
driver to tighten the nut to the 
point where the black plate can 
rotate around the screw but stays 
flat against the steel washer and 
cannot wobble up and down.

Using pliers (or similar), hold the rod at the 
measured point and bend to 90˚ using your 
thumb / hand.
Adult supervision may be required at 
this point.

Take one of the longer, 130mm long aluminium 
rods and measure roughly 90 - 94mm from one 
end. This is where the first bend needs to be.

15

ACTUAL SIZE - USE AS GUIDE  TO BEND YOUR RODS
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You will now have an ‘L’ shape.
Half way along the shorter end 
of this ‘L’ you will need to make a 
second bend so that the end points 
in the same direction as the long 
part of the ‘L’.
Repeat steps 14 to 16 
for the second 130mm 
long aluminium rod.

Pass the long end of one of these rods 
through the right, rear hole of the crane 
body.
Cut a small piece of silicon tubing (use 
cutting guide on back page to cut 4 or 
5mm piece).
Feed this tubing onto the end of the 
rod and slide 10 to 15mm along.

16

17

18
Pass the rod through the holes in the 
other side of the crane body and cut 
another identical piece of tubing to 
press onto the end of the rod.
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19

20

21

Repeat this process with the 
other bent rod but start by 
inserting the rod from the other 
side of the crane body.
The holes for this rod are roughly 
half way along the crane’s side.

The two bent rods (cranks) should 
now be in place with one handle on 
each side of the crane. 
It is not important which one is to 
the left or right but makes operating 
the crane easier if they are not on the 
same side.

Cut two more lengths of silicon 
tubing the same lengths as before 
and press one of them onto the 
end of one of the 90mm long 
rods.
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22

23

Insert this rod into the hole on one 
side at the top of the crane body 
and guide it through to the hole 
on the other side.
Press the second 
piece of tubing 
onto this end of 
the rod. Try to 
ensure the ends 
of this rod are 
symmetrical.

To assemble the crane 
boom you will need 2 
x long, black 
rectangular pieces, 
1 x M3 x 12mm screw, 
1 x Small nylon spacer 
and 1 x M3 nut.

Insert the screw 
through one of the long 
plates at the end furthest 
from the other two holes.
Place the nylon spacer onto 
this screw.
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24

25

26
Pass the 
M3 x 20mm 
screw through the 
remaining holes in the 
boom.
This will require you to pinch 
the plates together slightly.
Tighten an M3 nut onto the end 
of the screw just enough that the 
thickness of the nut is completely on 
the thread but no further.

Put the second long plate next to the 
first plate ensuring the two holes at 
the other end are symmetrical (where 
the holes not at the ends are closer 
to the top edges).
Pass the screw through 
the second plate 
and tighten the 
M3 nut onto this 
screw.

Take one of the black straws 
and cut a piece approximately 
24 / 25mm in length (use 
cutting guide on back page).
Feed the remaining 90mm 
long aluminium rod 
through the end holes 
of the boom; with the 
piece of straw held in the 
middle.
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27
Cut two lengths of straw to 
approximately 23mm.
(Cutting guide on back page) 

28
Place these pieces onto the 
ends of the aluminium rod.

29
Hold this boom section (with the screw 
at the top edge) up to the crane body 
so that one end of the rod goes into 
the hole on the inside edge of the crane 
body.
Press the end of the rod back into the 
straw (shown here by the arrow), so 
that it is not sticking out of the straw. 
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This rod can now be lined up with the hole 
on the side of the body where you have 
just pushed the rod back.
Once in line with the hole, press the rod 
back through so that the amount of 
rod protruding at both ends is roughly 
equal.

Cut another two short pieces 
of silicon tubing and feed them 
onto the ends of this rod to 
secure it.

31

30

32
Cut a length of cotton to 
roughly 22cm.
(Cutting guide on back page)
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33
Tie one end of this cotton to the screw 
on the boom.

Feed the cotton over the aluminium 
rod at the top of the crane body.

Use sticky tape to hold the cotton 
onto the crank that is furthest 
forward.
The best way to do this is to have 
one or two centimeters of the 
cotton in line with the bar and wrap 
the tape around a couple of times.

34

35
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Wind the crank to take the 
slack of the cotton and to 
test raising and lowering 
the boom.
The weight of the boom may 
prevent it from staying raised 
when you release the crank. 
This is solved by pressing the two pieces 
of silicon tubing together to give more 
friction with the crane body.

Take the remaining length of 
cotton and use sticky tape to 
attach to the rear of the two 
cranks.

37

36
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The cotton is then passed up through the 
centre of the two sides of the boom, up and 
over the nylon spacer at 
the end of the boom.

This cotton should be fed under the 
front crank and also under the rod 
holding the boom.
It is best if it is under the centre section 
of the three short lengths of straw.

38

39
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The rear crank can now be wound to take up the 
slack of the cotton and the two pieces of silicon 
tubing pressed together to prevent the hook from 
lowering itself.

Slide the two pieces of 
silicon tubing together, 
against the wall of the 
crane body to prevent 
slippage. 

41

42

The hook is assembled by first 
making a small loop in the end of 
the cotton.

40

Pass the M4 x 6mm screw through the hole 
on the lasercut hook.
Now put the cotton loop over the screw 
and pull tight and tie a knot so that the 
cotton is up against the plastic hook 
and the screw head is against the 
other side.
The M4 nut can then be twisted 
on and tightened. 
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The crane tower is now constructed.
Cut four pieces of straw to 75mm.
Use sticky tape to fit two of them 
opposite each other on the underside 
of the crane base as shown here.
(Cutting guide on back page).

Fold each of these pieces along the 
fold line.

43

44

45

Take eight of the star-shaped joiners and cut 
the top 3 pieces off.
Cut at 90˚ to the fold-line 
which runs down the 
centre of each joiner.

View from one end.
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Take the two 
remaining 75mm 
straws and insert 
a joiner into each end.
Pinch the end of the straws 
slightly to allow the joiner 
to slide in easier.
Ensure the joiners are 
parallel at each end of the 
straws.

With the joiners bent at 90˚, slot 
them into the straws already fitted 
to the crane base.
Use sticky tape at the centre of the 
straws to secure these sections in 
place.

Cut four lengths of straw to 
approximately 80mm and slot these 
onto the joiners.
(Cutting guide on back page).
Each joiner will have three sections 
sticking up; the centre of the three 
sections should be used.

46

47

48
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Connect this assembly to the four 
straws added in step 48.

Cut four lengths of straw to 
approximately 85mm.
(Cutting guide on back page).
The four remaining joiners (that have not 
been cut) can be folded in half and then 
have the straws connected to them.
The fold lines on the joiners must be at 
90˚ to the straws.

49

50

Cut another four straws to 110 to 
112mm, (Cutting guide on back 
page) and slot these onto the joiners 
diagonally. 
You may need to gently bend the 
straws to get them into place. 
This is ok as 
they will spring 
back to being 
straight.

51
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Cut another four straw lengths to 
100mm and slot these onto the 
centre sections of the four joiners.

Now cut four more straw lengths 
to 110mm and connect them using 
the remaining joiners (cut earlier).

Join this assembly to the four 
straws added in step 52.

52

53

54
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Cut a final four straw lengths to 
approximately 140mm and add 
these diagonally between joiners.

Turn the whole structure up-right and sit it centrally on 
the green plastic base piece.
Once you are happy with the position, use sticky tape to 
secure by taping over the centre of the four straws that 
are in contact with the base.

55

56

Your crane is now complete.

What can you lift?

How would you improve your crane?

How could you motorise your crane?
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Designed by Mindsets in association with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers:

Mindsets (UK) Ltd
01992 716 052
www.mindsetsonline.co.uk
© 2018 Mindsets (UK) Ltd
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Please note:
A colour copy of this manual is 
available to download from:
www.mindsetsonline.co.uk/shop/crane


